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THE DIFFERENCE 
A CARETAKER 
CAN MAKE

Go Uganda 2017 had the opportunity to spend several days at the 
School.  The first objective was to see what we could do to improve 
things.  We have already helped fund two additional classrooms 
and two more dormitories but there was definitely work to be done.  
After assessing everything one of the conclusions was that the 
school had to be a safer environment.  This takes time and money – 
and more importantly a dedicated pair of hands!

WE HAD obviously helped fund children’s 
education and from what we could 

see the standards were extremely good – by 
the time the children are in Primary seven 
their writing and knowledge is on a par 
with England.  However getting around 
the school site was hard as it was uneven 
and strewn with rocks.  Some of the older 
classrooms had seen better days – and the 

entrance from the road was basically just a 
pile of sandbags.  It is a wonder there had 
not already been an accident.  Obviously 
with money tight – fees here are less than 
other schools – if we wanted change we had 
to help it happen.  It was agreed to take on 
a caretaker/odd job man who would work 
three days a week repairing, fixing and im-
proving the school site and buildings.  Fabi-
us was taken on immediately!!  People in the 
Go Uganda 2017 group paid his first year’s 
wages and we already have an offer to pay 
for his second year.  We have also had some 
lovely donations of money for materials and 
would welcome any more – every little helps!  

Above:  Nkuringo School Repair Facebook page has been set up so 
you can follow the progress and comments made by people.

Above: A classroom that also needs repairing with 
elephant reeds.

Above:: More steps are needed around the school. Above: Before and after photos of the school entrance 
where steps are now in place.

Above: Finished Above: This area was in need of steps as it was dangerous for both adults and children.

Now we have the manpower it is just 
sand, cement and other materials we 
need to keep coming!
The difference he has already made is 
astounding!
He painted the baby classes white 
inside and out while we were there.  
The steps up to the school have now 
been built and the uneven dangerous 
ground around the buildings now 
boasts proper steps from classroom 
to classroom.  The photos here show 
the difference he has made in a 
month.  We cannot wait to see the 
improvements he makes to the  
classrooms and dormitories!
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MORE GIFTSNEW
CHILDREN

THERE ARE so many children who would love to join 

the school.  Unfortunately space is at a premium 

so apart from having to find sponsors we also have 

to prioritise the children who do attend.  However with 

Primary 7 leaving after taking their education certificate we 

were able to open the doors again.  Thanks to Anne Stanley, 

Katie Duehring, Sarah Cooper, Felicity Tilley, Hilary Smith, Julie 

Driver, Julie Irwin, Clare Polet, Heather Dolding, Zonja Bunn, 

Anita & Ben Baxter, Christine Marshall, Rachael Burridge, 

Karen Taylor and Gwynne Furlong sixteen more children have 

been given the gift of an education.  Katherine, Alinda,  

Caroline, Tilon, Gilbert, Pearl, Lona, Wilber, Brian, Lemon, 

Asumputa, Clement, Ronald, Merabu, Baker and Chris – we 

wish you all well in this new exciting adventure!  Thanks 

everyone for your continued support!

WE ARE always thrilled to see what a 
difference the thoughtfulness of our 

sponsors and friends can make to the lives 
of the community.
 
Here are just a few of the kind gestures 
received over the last month: Money from 
several well-wishers to pay for the medical 
expenses for Catherine and Jane (see the 
article on their goitres); Goat for Jane from 
Anne Gregory; 3 solar panels for school 
from Tara and Mark Garritt; 1 goat for 
Irene of Batwa group called JSL plus two 

hens for the Batwa community – thanks 
Gail!; Money for the repair budget for the 
school – thanks Janice Allan and Eileen 
Johnstone; Purchase of warm blankets for 
the dormitories by Anne Cripps, Hens for 
sponsored children – and a welcome goat 
for the newly sponsored Baker from Karen 
Taylor, Additional uniforms and mattresses 
for needy children; 16 new sponsorships 
including mattresses and uniforms; Money 
for the HIV group to purchase food for 
Christmas, money to provide two needy 
people without family 
with a hen at Christmas 
“so that they will know 
that someone somewhere 
is thinking of them – 
Thanks Maura Oldham 
and Greg Struthers and 

last but by no mean least – Money to pay 
for a meat meal and soft drinks for ALL the 
schoolchildren and staff for Christmas!  
Maria Clarke yet another generous gesture!
 
Gestures as small as a hen for a person 
with no family or £5 towards medical 
expenses of a child needing help – these 
gestures all add up!  Because of you the 
Christmas season will be special in so 
many households this year.

If sponsoring seems 
a big commitment 
you can still help 
with the purchase of 
mattresses, uniforms 
or other necessities. 
Every little helps!

SPONSORING
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HEIFERS FOR ALL! 

AS MANY OF you are aware Asgario Turyagyenda is  
chairperson of the NCCDF – the Nkuringo Community 
Conservation and Development Foundation.

    The NCCDF have a cow/heifer programme to help local  
villagers.  In November 2017 they purchased and distributed 
26 cows to the communities of Nteko and Rubiguri. One cow 
was put into each village where three beneficiaries had been 
selected as the most needy to benefit from this gift.  The cow 
goes to the first beneficiary.  It is artificially inseminated.  When 
it gives birth to a girl (heifer) that heifer is given to the second 
beneficiary and the process is continued with the second cow 
until the third beneficiary also has a heifer!  The cows and their 
offspring from then on belong to the beneficiary to provide a 
good income.
 
One of the cows went to the Batwa community.  This is the 
first time the Batwa community has ever owned a cow which is 
ground breaking.

The heifer distribution was attended by the woman member 
of parliament of the Kisoro District – the Honourable Roza 
Kabagyenyi.  She stayed at the Nkuringo Guest house and was 
very impressed with the facilities.
After the ceremonies Asgario accompanied Mrs Kabagyenji 
back to Kampala.
Another step forward for this wonderful region!

ASGARIO MEETS A MINISTER OF PARLIAMENT

Guest House
K A H U R I R E  V I L L A G E

NKURINGO

NGH.indd   1 19/11/2017   13:55

The Nkuringo Guest House sits bang in the centre of Nkuringo.  Its 
modest frontage does not give away the delights you will find 
when you enter those gates!  Apart from a wonderful welcome 

from the friendly staff, as you walk into the comfortable bar and sitting 
room you will see stretching before you views to die for!  

These include the distant glow of Nyiragongo, one of E.Africa’s Virunga Volcanoes which 
provides a dramatic backdrop as you either sip a beer or just relax after a day of trekking.    
There are 12 tastefully decorated guest rooms – twin and double – all with their own en-suite 
facilities with hot and cold running water. The restaurant seats 24 and the food is excellent, 
freshly cooked with lots of variety.  Breakfasting on fresh avocado and tomatoes on toast – or 
pancakes and honey, omelettes or eggs to order you can be forgiven for forgetting where you 
are!  Lunches and Dinners are copious and all diets are catered for.
The Bwindi Impenetrable Forest is on your doorstep so whether you want to sit with gorillas, 
chat to the local healer or watch the blacksmith at work all is within easy reach.  Of course the 
Nkuringo Primary School is just up the road and you can hear them singing in assembly as you 
eat breakfast.
    The Guest House can organise local treks or even trips further afield to boat on Lake  
Mutanda, track chimpanzees, take in a water safari or any of the other amazing experiences 
available in Uganda. Full board is $50 per head although there are special deals for Go Uganda 

and our sponsorship community.
Guest House Nkuringo has a Facebook Page where you  
can ask questions or obtain a quote either just for  
accommodation or a full package including pickup from the 
airport and a tour tailored to our requirements. 
Go Uganda 2018 is looking forward to getting back to see old 
friends!!!  Join us if you can!!!
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GREAT PLACE
TO STAY
Don’t take our word for it see 
the “quotes” on page 10 and 11

Above: Joyful benificiaries
Below: The Honourable Roza Kabagyenyi
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TURNS UP
BAG 
 

missing

A goitre or goiter is a swelling in the neck 

resulting from an enlarged thyroid gland. 

The term is also used to describe an enlarged 

thyroid. A goitre is associated with a thyroid 

that is not functioning properly. Worldwide, 

over 90% of goitre cases are caused 

by iodine deficiency.

GOITRES    

Trachea

Cartilage

Thyroid gland

OUR OCTOBER 2017 Go Uganda trip 
was a resounding success.  Over 

one ton of aid taken to this community 
so far away.  Each person committed to 
take two 23kg bags containing shoes, 
clothes, educational materials,  
medical equipment etc.  There were 

also gifts for sponsored children – their own as well as those 
of friends.  We had only one mishap.  46 bags left Heathrow 
and only 45 arrived in Kigali Rwanda.  Anne Cripps was  
devastated – it would be the bag that also contained the 
gifts for the sponsor children of her and her husband – Ivan 
Tumwesigye and Sarah Akantorana.  Late at night in Kigali 
Anne filled in all the relevant forms at the airport and we 
left with little hope.

Days passed.  We left Nkuringo behind us with 

still no sign of a bag.  Suddenly mid November 

Anne hears from Brussels Airlines – the bag 

had been found – in Brussels!!!  Our flight left 

Heathrow for Kigali via Brussels and that bag 

never got further than Brussels!  Asgario – the 

given Uganda contact – was called to travel to 

Rwanda to collect it.  16th November is a day 

Anne, Asgario and I will remember!  Having 

called him to collect the bag they then asked 

him for copy of Anne’s passport, letter of 

authorisation etc.  etc.  Thank goodness for 

WhatsApp.  Anne was copying stuff to me as 

it was requested and I was pinging it out to 

Asgario.  Many hours later success!!!  Late that 

evening Asgario made his way back to Uganda 

with the missing bag!  Ivan and Sarah got their 

gifts and a lot of very happy people finally got 

the uniforms, shoes and clothes packed so 

many weeks before!  Happy Ending!

WHILE WE were in Nkuringo we noticed that one of 
the children – Catherine Ninsima – sponsored by 
Beverley and Ian Molesworth – had a growth on 

her neck that was causing her problems.  She was taken to 
the local medical centre where she was told it needed  
surgery so therefore a hospital.  Thanks to kind donations 
from sponsors (including Beverley and Ian) Catherine was 
taken to hospital by Asgario and a goitre was diagnosed.  
She had some tests, was given some medi-
cine and told to come back in a couple of 
weeks. When we heard it was a goitre we 
remembered another young woman in the 
village – a parent of one of the children 
– who had an enormous growth on her 
neck.  Enquiries confirmed the growth had 
started three years ago and was now ex-
tremely uncomfortable.  We asked Asgario 
to take Jane to see the same goitre special-
ist looking after Catherine.  Jane had never 
seen a doctor as she has no money. 
    To cut a long story short when they 
went back to the hospital Catherine was 
told she is to be admitted to hospital on 
12th December to have her goitre removed.  
She will stay in one week to ensure recovery.  Jane has a much larger goitre but it 
is still operable.  She is currently taking medication and returns to hospital on 3rd 
January.  We are hoping by the time we go out in June Jane and Catherine will be 
fully recovered.
    We have committed to pay for the medical expenses incurred.  Thank you all 
those who have already helped with this.  It is chilling to hear that Jane’s goitre is 
restricting her windpipe and if it is left there will be no happy outcome.  Hopefully 
with our help she will soon be fighting fit again!  Thanks to Anne Gregory – Jane 
has a goat to take her mind 
off things!!!
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UGANDA

2018

FORTHCOMING 
TRIPS TO UGANDA

F OLLOWING THE success of Go Uganda 2017 we are in the process of  
organising two trips for 2018 and one for 2019.  These trips are primarily 
for sponsors and friends of Nkuringo – people actively helping us support 

the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School and local community.  
Each person is asked to take with them two 23kg bags of aid.  Your personal items can go into the 
generous 12kg hand luggage (save washbag etc).  This is an amazing experience and although our 
main aim is to go out and support this community we can promise you it will be an experience 
you will never forget!  Adults and children welcome.

“Heart breaking ,but amazing and 
so worthwhile.These children 
have nothing but are always 
smiling,singing and dancing.”
  Janice Allan“Emotional, humbling, 

rewarding and so 
much fun. A beautiful 
place with smiling, 
happy people. So 
many special 
memories.” 
Anne Cripps

“A privilege to spend time with 
such amazing people. The respect 
the children have for everything 
and everyone, blew me away. 
Part of me will 
always belong to 
Nkuringo!” 
Mel Dolding

“Its a trip I wouldn’t have 
missed for the world and the 
experience will stay with me 
forever.” Christine Bugden

“Honoured to be part of the 1st group. Over-
whelmed with the beautiful smiles, hugs & 
appreciation. Will be returning....” 
Eileen Johnstone

“I learnt so much! The people of Nkuringo have a tough labour 
intensive existence and they deal with the immense rigours 
of life with a positivity , energy and community spirit that is 
humbling . It would appear that music and song is used to 
great affect to lifts the hearts of these wonderful people in 
their stunning country.” Maria Clarke

“A real voyage of discovery, not only 
of Africa but also of myself. It put the 
world back into perspective for me 
and reminded me more connects us all 
than separates us.” Peter Whitmarsh

“An eye opening trip to a beautiful country. It 
was such a pleasure to meet the children and the 
wider community in Nkuringo. An experience that 
makes you stop and think!” Jan Dupree

“Going to Nkuringo has provided me with memories that will 
last a lifetime. It was such a privilege to meet so many warm 
and wonderful people and support the community. Part of 
my heart is still in 
Uganda and I can’t 
wait to return.” 
Shirley Turner

“What a privilege to visit Nkuringo a 
second time - the smiles and gratitude 
of the wonderful children melt your 
heart - an emotional but rewarding 
trip - I can’t wait to return!” 
                     Pamela Alcock

“A roller coaster of 
emotions throughout 
an incredible week. 
Many new friends 
made. Wouldn’t have 
missed it for the 
world.” Lynn Lunn

“I think these quotes 
say it all” Jan Duchesne

“Truly one of the most amazing weeks of 
my life. I’ve never cried so much, felt so 
humble or so touched by the 
genuine warmth of these 
amazing people.” 
Tara Garritt

Below: Just some of the animals that you can see around 

the lakes at Queen Elizabeth National Park

The dates:
Our first trip is Tuesday 29th May –  Thursday 
7th June 2018.  There will be the opportunity to 

extend this for 4 days to come back on Monday 

11th June.  We have spaces on this.

October 2018 and October 2019 trips take place 

over the half term holiday.  Both are currently 

fully booked with a waiting list.  As we have not 

firmed up the flights yet you are welcome to 

indicate your interest in case anyone drops out.  

Dates for 2018 will include 20-28 October with 

a day either side of that included.

 

The Costs
The base cost of each will be approximately 

£650 including flights, travel, accommodation 

and food – this will be confirmed once num-

bers are known.  Again for the extension costs 

will be confirmed once we know numbers.  Be 

aware we are not a travel agency and we take no 

money for admin and pay our own way.  Costs 

are kept to a minimum and spread among the 

participants.  Flights are currently £352 return 

whether you go for the shorter trip or include 

the extension. We ask you to pay these directly 

to the flight company either by credit card or 

direct debit.  You need to pay sooner rather than 

later to secure that cost.  There will be a £50 

deposit to cover provision of your Go Uganda 

Fleece and T-Shirt and the rest of the money is 

taken in dollars and paid on arrival.  The cost of 

the extension will be given before you need to 

book your flights – we just need an indication 

of interest. We also ask for £25 tip per head as  a 

gratuity for the staff of NGH.

 

Requirements
You will need a Yellow Fever Certificate (this 

lasts for life so if you have one already you will 

not need another) You need to consult your 

doctor to see if you need any other jabs.

You will need an East Africa Visa which you can 

obtain online prior to travel.  Details of what 

to do will be in your welcome pack. You need a 

passport valid for at least six months after date 

of travel.

 

Commitment
You will take out two 23kg bags of aid.  We can 

supply some of this but we expect you to  

actively get involved in collecting aid and  

support for the community.  Ways in which you 

can help will be provided.

 

Basic Itinerary
We fly to Kigali Rwanda where we will be met 

by Asgario and our transport.  We will stay 

overnight to refresh for the journey across the 

border into Uganda in the morning.  We will 

then climb steadily through the hills of Uganda 

until we reach Nkuringo and the Nkuringo 

Guest House where we will stay (see article in 

this newsletter).  Whilst in Nkuringo we will do 

the following:

Distribution of Aid – Gifts to sponsor children, 

Clothes, shoes and supplies to the school, to 

the Women’s Group, The Batwa Community, 

The HIV group - Visits to the Local Community – 

the Local Healer, The Blacksmith, a typical home, 

the Secondary School, the Church, the Medical 

Centre etc.

Lake Mutanda - Day trip by local transport down 

to the Lake to take a trip on a dugout canoe.  

The highlight of this trip is taking 25 or so 

nominated children from the school who have 

never seen a lake or travelled so far from their 

village with us!  They sing and show such joy as 

they discover the joys of tarmac roads, 2 storey 

houses, water, boats etc.  Not to be missed.

Batwa - Optional but worthwhile Batwa Experi-

ence where the Batwa pygmies show you how 

they used to live before being chased out of the 

forests and put on reservations

It is also possible to sit with Gorillas.  This has 

to be booked ahead and is something you will 

never forget.

Optional Extension
Until we have an indication of numbers we can-

not completely plan this however the outline is 

as follows:  While the basic group travel back to 

Kigali to fly home the extenders will travel to the 

Queen Elizabeth National Park.  We may stay at 

Bush Lodge where you have to watch for Hippos 

at night as they wander round the grounds!   

During the time there we will take a GameDrive, 

an afternoon boat cruise on the Kazinga Channel 

to see all the animals – including elephants, hip-

pos and crocodiles – come down to the water’s 

edge to feed.  There will also be chimpanzee 

tracking before a final day to travel back and  

explore Kigali, Rwanda – and a meal at the  

famous HUT before travelling home. Please  

indicate your interest as soon as possible so we 

can finalise plans and get another amazing  

adventure on track!



The children of Einstein class (Year 6 )of Rotherfield Primary School, have been 

learning from Mrs Turner (their teacher) and Mrs Lunn (their Teaching  

Assistant) about the amazing time that they had with Miss Bishop (The Head 

Teacher ) and Mrs Dolding (another Teacher Assistant in the school)  

in Nkuringo.

The children in Einstein class, have been actively involved with 

Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School for three 

years and regularly write letters to pen friends at the 

school.  In addition, they fund raise in order to  

sponsor Julius Niwagaba’s education and have 

bought his family chickens and goats.  Before 

the trip, the children made teaching resources, 

using ICT, for the classrooms which were taken out by the  

teachers and used to decorate the classrooms.

The children were captivated when they learned more about the trip and 

enjoyed looking and talking in depth about the photographs that were 

taken.  They asked some very pertinent questions and  

really want to help make a difference to the wonderful 

community of Nkuringo.  When they saw the  

condition of the posters in the classroom they  

decided they wanted to renew them so have 

been busy replicating the posters using  

                         publisher.  These have been blown up into A3 post-

ers, laminated and will be sent to Nkuringo shortly.

The children wanted to inform others about the good work carried 

out on the trip so have written an information page about it.

In February, they will be baking in order to raise money to renew Julius’ sponsorship 

and enable him to go to school.

We hope you enjoy reading their writing.

ROTHERFIELD

Mrs Turner

Mrs Lunn

Mrs Dolding

Miss Bishop
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SCHOOL PROJECT
Produced by Natty Hunt    
Age 10

During the month of October 2016, Janet Duchesne organised a once in 
a lifetime trip to Nkuringo, Uganda. Twenty three brave and determined 
people (who all sponsored a child ) agreed to go with Janet. The intention 
for this trip was to distribute aid and equipment to the school and the 
rest of the community.

The Trip to Nkuringo
Late in the night, on Sunday the twenty  second 
of October 2017, the twenty three adventurers full 
of curiosity met each other for the first time. After 
a long wait at Heathrow, in the dead of night, 
they heaved their forty six bags of luggage onto 
the nine hour plane flight. Several hours later, the 
group wearily walked off of the plane, into the 
packed minibus and sat in very awkward positions! 
Eventually, the bags were attached to the roof of 
the support vehicle and finally they were ready for 
a marvellous adventure. A while later, they climbed 
out of the crammed minibus, stiff after the bumpy 
and uncomfortable journey.

Right: How Natty presented her project initially 

Meeting the children
After the long night at a surprise stay in the 
Nkuringo Guest House, for the first time 
everybody met their overwhelmed  
sponsored children, all of which were very 
happy to meet their sponsors. Then the 
visitors all kindly donated the given clothing 
and gifts to the grateful children. After the 
sponsored children received their gifts, the 
rest of the school came up class by class 
to claim a cuddly toy and several items of 
clothing, it was like a market!.

The school
After distributing the aid, the group left to visit the school. Then five  
minutes later, they arrived and were greeted by traditional dances and singing 
performed by a class at a time. It was overwhelming to the visitors that they 
meant so much to the school and that the children were singing their hearts 
out , they meant every word!
After the emotional welcoming, the travellers looked around the school, to see 
in person, where they should spend their money. To support the school, and 
what would be the most helpful and effective ..

Culture
The next day, the group were taken on a cultural trip around the local area ( including 
through the jungle) . First, they stopped of at a marvellously green hill top and met a 
group of women in beautiful dresses, who made items to raise money to live on. Then 
the women’s group performed another traditional dance and then the group bought 
several of their souvenirs.
Next, the travellers were shown around the village to see how the people lived day to 
day. They looked around houses, kitchens and a black smiths all of which, were based in 
highly small rooms filled with the necessary equipment which was also homemade.
After looking around the village, the excited group went into the jungle and met a family 
of Batwa, who are a tribe of people that were forced to leave their homes in the impen-
etrable forest by the government. Their living style was very intriguing: they made their 
houses out of dry grass and leaves, the adults made traps to catch animals to eat and 
when the adults were out hunting the children would go into a safe house in the trees 
where they wouldn’t even have to fear gorillas, as they lived in harmony with them.
Finally, the group finished the tour of at the church (no photos were allowed) where 
it was packed with around three hundred people, there to show their gratitude and 
respect. To finish of the amazing day, everyone sang hallejuhah in the church together.

The best day ever
The day finally came, two children from each class who worked the  
hardest all came on a journey of a lifetime with the twenty three  
explorers via the local bus. The children climbed swiftly onto the seat 
less vehicle and waited impatiently for the adults to stagger on. The 
musungos (white people) finally set off, on a two and a half hour journey 
down a bumpy, terrain on a shear drop.
A while later, the musungos and their guests arrived at Lake Mutanda. 
The amazed school children (who had never been out of their local 
area) started splashing each other, as they had never seen clean water. 
Then they clambered onto their local bus to travel to a buffet. When the  
group arrived, the children were bewildered at the amount of food in the 
restaurant and immediately started piling food onto their plates. The 
meal to them was five stars and enjoyed by everyone. Then the group 
climbed onto the bus, like they were about to pop and were ready for  
the next day.

What happens next
To summarise, the expedition to Nkuringo was a massive turning 
point for a lot of the community, for the aid was desperately needed. 
The group also paid for a care taker to keep the school clean and 
hygienic for two years in advance. 
As well as helping the school with a care taker, they wish to help the 
leader of the H.I.V group has he needs a motorbike to visit some sick 
people who live far distances away.
Further trips have been organised for 2018 (next year) in the months 
of June and October to bring more aid and equipment including:
1. A larger supply of shoes – because they lacked enough for the 
eldest children; 2. Goats– 30 pounds;  3. Chickens-10 pounds; 4. A 
chair– 10 pounds; 5. A years education – 152 pounds.
We’ve already planned more purchases to support them but there’s 
a limit to what we can do. So go on make difference to a child’s life.

Brightening up the school
The next day, the group set off early 
in the morning to school where 
they would be decorating it with 
bright, academic posters and equip-
ment made by Einstein class (from 
Rotherfield Primary School). When 
everyone arrived the oldest class 
helped put the resources, the into 
the class that would make most use 
out of them and would be the most 
helpful. A bit later, the children en-
thusiastically joined in setting up: 
posters, washing lines and pictures. 
When they finished setting up the 
resources, the classrooms were 
much better learning environments 
and looked much more colour-
ful and bright and we’re sure the 
children would agree.  
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Produced by Alice Stallion
Age 10

In October 2016 an incredible journey was planned by Janet Duchesne 
Twenty three determined sponsors of children at Nkuringo  They took out 
tons of aid such as : toys, shoes, hats; bras and needed clothing to the 
whole community. This was organized over a year ago .

Right: How Alice presented her project initially 

Travelling
Twenty three volunteers met at Heathrow Airport 
with curiosity and extreme excitement  in their tum-
mies. They were there to have an opportunity like 
no other! At 6:00 am they boarded the plane with 
forty six over flowing bags that were stode away in 
the fuselage. After the flight, they slept in a hotel in 
Rwanda . When they woke up, they got in a minibus 
followed by a support vehicle with luggage attached 
to the top. After a long wait, they were on their way 
to Uganda.

Aid
Early morning light ; everybody was up  getting 
ready to give out aid to the school children. 
Upon arrival, they were all gifted with aid includ-
ing : a hat, a pair of shoes, a jumper and a toy. 
Every single child was absolutely thrilled, they 
were so grateful with what they had been given. 
After that, the volunteers met the whole school  
and gave out more aid to their sponsor children.

Cheering children
For the first time in their lives, the excited visitors arrived at Nkuringo School. Every single child 
was there to give them a very big warm welcome. They sang a traditional song , with all of their 
heart, they gave a heart pounding, heart warming dance.
Soon after, the incredible performance, the volunteers had a brief tour so they could see what they 
could do to help. During the tour, they noticed that there were holes in the walls in the classrooms 
and the walls were covered with resources that had clearly been there for a long time.

Culture day
After seeing Nkuringo School, they met The Women’s Group. The 
Women wore beautiful dresses, that floated and drifted in the wind. 
They were singing joyful songs and used their flamboyant dresses 
to dance traditional and well known routines. Whilst this was going 
on, the thundering beat of a drum was in the background. This was 
performed on the top of a hill, with a picturesque  and scenic view. 
To the side of their incredible  show, they sold neatly woven  pots 
and bowls made out of straw and dry grass. They also sold necklaces 
made out of paper and glass beads.

Bread Making
After seeing the wonderful show 
, they received permission to go 
into a local persons house. When 
they were in there, they were  
privileged  to see a man make 
his own flour and then go on to 
make his own bread  for his fam-
ily. Everybody had their kitchen 
separate from their actual home 
and sleeping area.

Batwa Community
Soon after , they met the Batwa tribe. This interesting tribe had been evicted by 
the Government so they had to start their lives again. The reason  this happened, 
was because the Government  realized  that they could get more money by using 
the  gorillas in the jungle to attract tourists. After finding out this tragic story, the 
group discovered how they hunted and made traps to get food for their family. 
When hunting, they put their children in a tree house so they couldn’t get hurt by 
predators. The  tourists saw, that they made their houses out of mud  and were 
amazed to see inside the houses were a fire to keep them warm.

Dull to decorative
The very next day, the travellers went to Nkuringo School 
to give them a massive surprise !When they arrived at the 
classrooms , the children were delighted to see bags full 
to the brim with vibrant and bright resources such as: 
educational posters ; times tables kites and an alphabet 
line. As well as inspirational quotes  from Einstein. Most of 
these resources were already made by the  children from 
Einstein  class. The children of Nkuringo school stood on 
the benches to help hang up the items . Jess Hardy (Mrs 
Hardy ‘s daughter) quickly put up the times tables kites 
hoping  that she wouldn’t fall off or get hurt. After all this 
hard work was done the classrooms looked BRILLIANT!

Be a helping hero
The trip to Uganda was a very big achievement ; the whole community received aid and 
were extremely grateful. Unfortunately , not everybody  at Nkuringo school were gifted 
with aid. So, for their next journey out there (which will happen next year in June and 
October ) they will have to take out more of the following:
* Shoes for older children;
* Laminated educational posters;
* Wool (it was discovered that the children loved to knit).
Furthermore, there is a group out in Uganda called the HIV group and their leader needs 
to attend to the sick as quickly as he can . He volunteers to help them and really needs to  
be able to get back and fourth, from different people. A  motor bike would be extremely 
helpful and this is something the group would like to support.
If you want to be a huge help you can also help buy:
* sponsoring a child to receive education for a year=£152
* purchase a goat=£30  * purchase a chicken=£10  * purchase a bunk-bed=£30 
* purchase a desk=£30  * purchase a mattress=£25  * purchase a solar panels=£350
* purchase a jumper=£12  * purchase a school uniform=£12  * purchase a chair=£10
* forward a donation which can be used towards a specific project co-ordinated by Mrs 
Duchense. Do you want to change a life? Go on change the world for a child!

Produced by Edward White
Age 10

During October 2016, a lady called Janet Duchesne asked people ( who 
sponsored a child in Nkuringo,) to join her on her journey of a lifetime. 
Twenty three brave and determined people volunteered to join her.  They 
raised money for the community of Nkuringo. They also took aid and 
equipment such as:  Cuddly toys, Underwear, shoes, T-shirts and general 
clothing.

Right: How Edward presented his project initially 

The journey to Uganda
It was late at night, twenty three strangers were 
feeling anxious (yet excited ) for the journey ahead 
of them. Many hours later, they wearily stepped onto 
the plane - ready to fly to Uganda. Whilst, they were 
getting comfortable, the forty six bags of luggage 
were being placed in the plane. They arrived in 
Rwanda. Before, the long drive to Nkuringo they 
stopped at a hotel for a night. After a much needed 
sleep  they started their long journey to Nkuringo!

A day of a lifetime
On Friday, two children from each class ( who had tried their 
hardest in class )were  chosen to go on a school trip. The 
children were so excited; they had never been outside  
Nkuringo before.
Once aboard, the children started to sing songs. As they drove 
past vines and trees, they would whip in people’s faces.
Upon arrival, the children leaped off the bus. The children 
rushed for the boats. Three of the children didn’t go on , 
however, after, seeing their friends having so much fun they 
joined in!

The sponsered children
It was their first full day in Nkuringo, everyone 
was excited to meet  their sponsored children 
. When  they woke up, the sponsored children 
came to the guest  house. The visitors, met 
their sponsored children and gave them gifts 
such as:  games, books, shoes and hats. Later 
on, the visitors met  the  whole school and 
gave them: · One teddy each; · A pair of shoes 
( unfortunately some of the older children 
didn’t  receive any because they had run out); · 
And a warm jumper.

Dull to decorative
On the visitors last day, they decorated the 
classrooms. Before, the visitors started work on the 
classrooms, they were very dull. In order to, decorate 
the classrooms, they needed resources and that’s 
where Einstein class come in.
The class made resources such as: Times table kites, 
educational posters, lower case and upper case letters 
and a washing line to hold up the kites.

The heart warming welcome
After all the aid was given out, the visitors  (who were very excited )  walked to Nkuringo school. 
After  a  five minute walk, they were there. The excited children  started to dance and  sing.  The 
songs and dances were traditional and the children were very energetic  and the visitors felt like 
royalty!
After the heart warming welcome, the travellers had a tour of years: one, two, three, four, five, six 
and seven. The visitors felt very emotional whilst walking around

Are you a helping hero?
As soon as they arrived back in the UK they planned 
next years trip. They talked about what to take next 
year. They came to a conclusion that the following  
needs to be taken on future trips:
* Wool (so the children can knit),
* Educational posters,
* and shoes.
The PTA have offered to help raise money and I’m sure 
we, Einstein class will to!

Culture day
On day three, the group met the woman’s group. 
After, they had spoken for a while, the woman’s 
group started to dance and sing with lots of joy. The 
Woman’s group sold things such as: Plates, baskets 
and jewellery. After, speaking to the woman’s group 
the visitors went to see a Nkuringo house. Here, they 
saw a man making flour to bake bread. Although, 
the kitchen was smoky and cramped they still made 
foods. At the Blacksmiths, the group saw a knife 
and a spear being made. Inside the Blacksmiths it 
was smoky and sweltering as they were so close to 
the fire!  Next, the visitors learnt all about the Batwa 
community. The Batwa had to leave their home 
because the government said “You have to leave 
because this is a main tourist attraction,” so they 
moved to another jungle. Later on, the group went 
to a Church service. St Denny’s church presented the 
church with a chalice.
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GIVES THESE 

CHILDREN HOPE

£115 sponsors a child for a whole year at school - 
£115 buys a child a future

For more information contact us by email: janetduchesne@speechcentre.co.uk NKURINGO
Foundation Nursery & 

Primary School
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Teaching staff

Food

School/pencils

Clothing

Since we started helping this community we have seen so many 

success stories.  Shy children with no hope suddenly with real 

aspirations to be teachers, doctors, nurses.

It takes so little – the price of a night at the theatre or that coat you 

never wear.  But it can keep a child at school for a year where they 

can learn – but also have the luxury of being children.

The price of a hen, a new school jumper – you don’t need to give 

much – but every penny you give will be used for what you intended 

it to – and there will be photos.

 

If you want to know more about the ways you can help – or are 

interested in any of the things you have read about in this  

newsletter – please get in touch.

 You will find – as we have – that in giving you actually receive the 

greatest gift of all – the knowledge that you have made a difference.

HELP
NKURINGO SECONDARY
SCHOOL-THE NEXT
STEP FOR YOUR
SPONSORED CHILD

WHEN STEVE and I first visited  
Nkuringo, on our walkabout we 
saw a big empty building with 

amazing views over the hills.  It was empty 
and seemingly abandoned.  Last year how-
ever we were told that it had a new lease of 
life – it was the new Nkuringo Vocational 
and Secondary School – further education 
right on the doorstep.
    This year it became important to us.
Primary 7 were the first class at the  
Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary 
School to actually take their school certifi-
cate.  Passing that enables a student to go 
to secondary school.  Steve and I have two 
children sponsored by our family who are 
actually hoping to start secondary  
education this year so it was therefore 
suddenly right to start looking at their next 
step.
    As I work full time I knew I could not 
take on the sponsorship of another school 
– this one already takes a lot more time 
than people would imagine between  

writing newsletters, organising sponsor-
ships, transferring money and staying on 
top of what is done with the money to 
ensure the community gets most benefit.
    However on Go Uganda 2017 we had 
several teachers and TA’s from Rotherfield 
Primary School in East Sussex.  Seeing how 
much a seemless transfer from one  
establishment to another would make 
education suddenly something that people 
could aspire to and follow to a high level – 
Kate Bishop – headmistress, and Mel Dold-
ing – TA both stepped up to the mark and 
said they would run the Secondary School 
sponsorship programme.
    In January they will therefore start get-
ting to grips with all that is involved – from 
Excel spreadsheets to information hand 
outs and money transfers.
For the moment I can tell you that the 
first term for our new scholars will start 
in February 2018.  We therefore have to get 
everything up and running in January.
We know at present it is $150 per year for 

meals and education.  The first year is $200 
to cover purchase of mattress and uniform.  
(Current exchange $1.29 to the pound 
which would mean £155 first year including 
uniform and mattress – sponsorship on its 
own £116).
    There is an additional charge for evening 
meals for boarders but I believe that should 
be the contribution where possible of the 
family to ensure everyone is involved.
We know that Damian, Shallon, Lovingi, 
Agapito and Dorothy are hoping to move 
up to Secondary School – We are waiting 
for the results to confirm who else has 
taken their certificate this year and, more 
importantly, wants to carry on.
 
More news on this project next month.  
Thanks Kate and Mel for taking on this 
project – hopefully providing a gateway to 
future careers for our young students.
 
Watch this space!

Mel DoldingKate Bishop
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STOP PRESS: The names
you see going around the 
outside of the page are the 
pupils who passed their P7 
exam and hope to continue 
with their education at 
Nkuringo Vocational and 
Secondary School



OtherLinks

IN EARLY NOVEMBER the village of Kabaya, below the 

Nkuringo trading centre, saw the start of a proof of 

concept project; the water pipe project. The aim of 

the project is to move water from a fast flowing river 

at the bottom of the valley to a 3000 litre water tank 

at a hill station 100 metres above. The project uses a 

technology called hydraulic ram.

    A hydraulic ram takes in water at one “hydraulic 

head” (pressure) and flow rate, and outputs water at a 

higher hydraulic head and lower flow rate. It provides 

for a low lifetime cost, environmentally friendly and 

zero energy solution to deliver water.

    It is an ideal solution for Nkuringo, which lies at the 

highest point on a ridge bordering the Bwindi impen-

etrable Forest and the rolling foothills of the Virunga 

volcanic range. In the wet season, there is plenty of 

water that is captured everywhere, mostly harvesting 

rainfall on rooftops that gets channelled into large 

3000 litre water tanks. In the dry season however, these 

tanks get depleted quickly as they service everyone in 

the community. It’s during this time that the water 

pipe project will come into its own re-filling the water 

tanks, enabling the community to travel much shorter 

distances to fetch water.

    During the water project construction phase, the 

community in Kabaya mobilised to help dig trenches to 

create a faster flow on the river and to dig a trench to 

lay pipes from the pump up the hill to the tank. Piping 

and tanks were sourced from Kampala and shipped 

before the project started and stored at the Volcano 

House, the Singing Gorilla Projects head-quarters in 

Nkuringo.

    The project work took five days to complete, ham-

pered by flooding and torrential rain. Before leaving the 

site the pump had suffered a breakage and a spare part 

is being shipped from Bude in Cornwall! To add more 

troubles to the project, on the evening following the 

completion of the installation, a group of men came to 

vandalise the installation. Fortunately we had employed 

security staff to look after the site before being locked 

down with concrete. We are still to establish who it was.

    Once the water starts pumping up the hill (next 

week), we shall invite the local water authority over to 

inspect the project. We hope that they will consider the 

technology as viable to be used more extensively. In the 

meantime we are working on extending the pipe up to 

the top of the ridge where the Volcano House is. At this 

point we will install a 5000 litre tank that will be used 

by both the Volcano House and the local community.

THE WATER PIPE 
PROJECT

SINGING GORILLA

IT WAS Rotherfield Primary School Christmas fair on Saturday 2nd  
December. Jane, who runs Zest in Crowborough, kindly donated some  

dinosaurs and Singing Santas to use for the PTA.   Nina Buss spoke to the PTA 
and it was decided that she would set up a stall selling them at the  
Christmas fair  with all the proceeds going to Nkuringo. 
 
Nina has raised over £100 so far – and still has a Santa or two to sell if 
anyone wants to buy one!  These are very special Santas because the money 
raised is going towards the medical expenses of Jane and Catherine who 
both need goitre operations – in the case of Jane she needs to have this  
operation sooner before her windpipe is completely blocked  
(see article in this newsletter).   
Santas really are saving lives.
 
Thanks Nina and the PTA – and thanks also 
to Zest for their generous donation.
Nina and her son Ethan are going out to 
Nkuringo in October 2019 – which will give 
Ethan the chance to finally meet Junior 
Ayinamasike who he has sponsored  
personally since July 2016.

SANTAS SAVE LIVES

Nina Buss

KEEP COLLECTING

How kind are people!  Tara Garritt (Go Uganda 2017) heard her dog 
barking and found these lovely bags of goodies at her gate – all 
bound for Nkuringo in June!  Thank you everyone who donates – it 
all makes such a difference!  Hats, toys, shoes, clothes – all are so 
very welcome! 

THIS MONTHLY NEWSLETTER IS PRODUCED FOR THE SPONSORS
WHO HELP SUPPORT THE NKURINGO FOUNDATION AND PRIMARY SCHOOL.  WRITTEN BY JANET DUCHESNE AND PRODUCED BY STEPHEN KNOWLDEN.  

ARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOMED.  CONTACT DETAILS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL JANET.DUCHESNE@SPEECHCENTRE.CO.UK OR GO TO NKURINGO WEBSITE  
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